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We report on a systematic study of bias-voltage-induced modulation of magnetic and electronic properties of
bilayer zigzag graphene nanoribbons Z-GNRs on Si001 substrate by first-principles calculations. We show
that the intrinsically nonmagnetic bilayer Z-GNRs exhibit magnetic ordering on the top layer while the bottom
layer serves as a nonmagnetic buffer layer when adsorbed on the substrate. Interestingly, the adsorbed bilayers
display distinct ribbon-width-dependent magnetoelectric effect under bias voltages. The magnetoelectric coef-
ficient oscillates with increasing ribbon width, which arises from an interesting interplay of the interaction of
the bottom ribbon layer with the substrates and the decay length of the localized edge states in Z-GNRs.
Moreover, our calculations reveal that the electronic band gap of the top ribbon layer also can be effectively
modulated by the applied bias voltage, which can lead to a semiconductor-to-metal transition in the top
magnetic semiconductor layer. These results provide insights into the intriguing behaviors of Z-GNRs on
substrates and raise the prospects of developing an innovative path toward graphene-based electronic and
spintronic devices by integrating the emerging nanoscale graphene systems with existing silicon technology.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.81.155428 PACS numbers: 73.22.f, 75.70.Ak, 73.20.r, 71.15.Mb
I. INTRODUCTION
Control of magnetization by electric fields is ideally
suited for nanoelectronic and spintronic devices since it of-
fers the best of the two realms: crucial functionalities and
device concepts compatible with existing technology.1 The
magnetoelectric ME effect,2,3 which determines the induc-
tion of magnetization by an electric field and or induction of
polarization by means of a magnetic field, provides a prom-
ising route to serve this purpose. In particular, linear ME
effect has long been pursued for practical applications since
it allows a linear interplay between the induced magnetiza-
tion M and external electric field E, 0Mi=ijEj, where ij is
the linear ME coefficients and 0 the permeability of free
space.4 This fundamental physical effect was first proposed5
for chromium sesquioxide and soon observed6 experimen-
tally in 1960. However, the ME effect in traditional ME ma-
terials was not strong enough to attract wide attention for
possible practical applications in the subsequent 40 years. In
the meantime, two mechanisms for the ME effect were es-
tablished substantially. First, in conventional single-phase
ME materials, field-induced displacement of ions modifies
the magnetic exchange interactions, leading to changes in the
system magnetization.5 Second, in composite multiferroic
materials, the ME coupling is an interface coupling effect,
that is, electric field-induced strain in ferroelectric compo-
nent is transferred to the ferromagnetic component to induce
changes in magnetization.7 In recent years, rapid develop-
ments in experimental techniques for the production and
growth of multiferroics have fuelled a renaissance of re-
search interest in magnetoelectrics.8–10 Electrically con-
trolled ferromagnetism with sizable ME coefficient has been
experimentally realized in various multiferroic films and
composites.11–15 Improved quantum-mechanics-based com-
putational techniques and capability also enable further de-
velopments of different ME coupling mechanisms. Recent
theoretical studies have predicted linear ME coupling in
dielectric/ferromagnet multilayer heterostructures2,16 and fer-
romagnetic metal films.17 The predicted ME effect originates
from an entirely different mechanism that roots in spin-
dependent screening of the electric field, which occurs be-
tween two adjacent insulator/ferromagnet interfaces so that
the induced interface magnetization varies linearly with the
applied field. Although the ME materials being discovered
and designed are diverse, all the proposed ME mechanisms
mentioned above are restricted to transition metals or metal-
related materials, where localized d orbitals are crucial to the
coupling between the ferroelectric and magnetic orderings.
We recently explored the ME coupling in zigzag graphene
nanoribbons Z-GNRs on silicon substrates and demon-
strated that significant ME effect can also occur in these
nonmetallic systems that contain only sp electrons.18 Strong
linear ME coupling in Z-GNRs is attributed to the bias-
voltage-induced charge transfer between the GNR and sub-
strate which controls the exchange splitting of the localized
edge states in the GNR. While that work has established the
atomistic mechanism and main physical pictures for this phe-
nomenon, several fundamental questions regarding the mag-
netic and electronic properties of the ME systems remain to
be explored by more comprehensive investigations: 1 a
single-layer Z-GNR shows ferromagnetic coupling of spins
along the ribbon edges and antiferromagnetical coupling be-
tween the two magnetic edges but a freestanding bilayer
Z-GNR has been predicted to be nonmagnetic.19,20 It is natu-
ral to ask why the magnetic ordering reappears in the bilayer
Z-GNRs adsorbed on the substrate and how the magnetiza-
tion distribution changes with the bias voltage. 2 The
Z-GNRs have shown distinct width effect with their elec-
tronic, magnetic, and optical properties.21–23 In particular,
when single-layer Z-GNRs are adsorbed on silicon sub-
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strates, they possess semiconducting or metallic character de-
pending on the ribbon width.24 So, how the ME effect in the
adsorbed bilayer Z-GNR changes with ribbon width also de-
serves further study. 3 The magnetic properties are actually
determined by the electronic structures of the host materials
and the magnetic modulation actually implies the change in
electronic properties. Previous experimental studies have
shown that applied electric field can considerably change the
electron density at the Fermi level in ordered iron-platinum
and iron-palladium intermetallic compounds, thereby modi-
fying the number of unpaired d electrons and the magneto-
crystalline anisotropy.14 Theoretical studies have also re-
vealed that the semiconducting Z-GNRs can be converted
into half metals by applying an in-plane external electric
field,25 accompanied by change in their edge magnetization.
As such, what is the relation between the applied bias volt-
age and the electronic properties in the adsorbed bilayer
GNR systems?
In this paper, we report on a comprehensive study of the
electronic and magnetic properties of bilayer Z-GNRs on
Si001 substrate under bias voltages by using first-principles
calculations. The adsorbed bilayer Z-GNR shows spontane-
ous magnetic ordering concentrated on the top GNR layer
while the bottom layer acts as a buffer layer due to the de-
creased interlayer interaction. The bias voltage can modulate
the magnitude of the edge magnetization but does not change
the character of the spin orderings. The calculated ME coef-
ficient oscillates with increasing ribbon width and is ex-
pected to converge in wider Z-GNRs. The width-dependent
oscillation is ascribed to the combined effect of the interac-
tion of the bottom GNR layer with the substrate and the
inherent width effect of the localized edge states in Z-GNRs.
Concomitant with the ME coupling, the band gap of the top-
layer Z-GNR is also significantly modulated by the applied
bias voltage, leading to a semiconductor-to-metal transition
under bias voltages beyond a critical value due to the field-
induced doping effect. These results raise the prospect of
future field-effect electric switch and tunable magnetic de-
vices based on Z-GNRs integrated with silicon substrates.
II. MODELS AND METHODS
The first-principles calculations are performed within the
framework of density-functional theory as implemented in
the Vienna ab initio simulation package code.26,27 Ultrasoft
pseudopotentials for the core region and local spin-density
approximation for the exchange-correlation potential are em-
ployed. A kinetic energy cutoff of 530 eV is used in the
plane-wave expansion. The structural models contain bilayer
Z-GNRs in AB stacking on the Si001 substrate consisting
of seven silicon monolayers in a 26 surface unit cell. We
also performed test calculations using a larger 28 surface
slab and obtained quantitatively the same results as those
with the 26 surface unit cell. The dangling bonds of sili-
con atoms of the bottom layer and carbon atoms at the GNR
edges are uniformly terminated by hydrogen atoms. The po-
sitions of silicon atoms of the topmost six monolayers plus
the entire GNR atoms under each applied bias voltage are
relaxed by conjugate gradient method until the force on each
atom is less than 0.02 eV /Å, which is sufficient for the con-
vergence of edge magnetization in GNRs. We set up a
vacuum region of 12.5 Å to avoid the interaction between
two adjacent images. The two-dimensional Brillouin-zone
integration is sampled by up to 12 special k points for struc-
tural optimization and 24 k points for electronic-structure
calculations. Three primitive unit cells of Z-GNRs are cho-
sen to match the double silicon surface unit cell, with the
GNRs initially stretched by about 3%. The external electric
field is introduced by planar dipole-layer method.28
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Structural and electronic properties for bilayer Z-GNRs on
Si(001) without bias voltage
We denote the Z-GNR containing N zigzag atomic chains
N across the ribbon width as ZN-GNR following estab-
lished convention, as shown in Fig. 1a. To search all pos-
sible adsorption positions, the bilayer Z-GNR is moved on
the silicon surface by 5 Å per step along the directions par-
allel and perpendicular to the Si dimer rows, respectively,
and at each step the system is optimized. We compare the
binding energies of all the optimized structures to determine
the most energetically favorable adsorption configurations.
The most stable configurations for the bilayer Z5-, Z6-, and
Z7-GNRs adsorbed on the substrate are shown in Figs.
1b–1d. In these configurations, the GNR bilayers are ad-
sorbed perpendicular to the Si dimer rows, with four cova-
lent Si-C bonds symmetrically located at both ribbon edges
of the bottom layer. The edge preference at the bottom layer
to form covalent bonds during adsorption is due to the active
edge states that are dominantly localized on the edge carbon
atoms. We also obtain metastable adsorption sites when the
Z-GNRs are parallel to the Si dimer rows, where the Si-C
bonds are also located at the ribbon edges. All the adsorption
features are consistent with the case of single-layer Z-GNRs
on the same substrate.24 The top GNR layer is weakly bound
to the underlying layer at an average interlayer distance
FIG. 1. Color online Most favorable adsorption configurations
for bilayer Z-GNRs on Si001 substrate. a Schematic illustration
of a ZN-GNR N=7 in this example. b–d Front views of the
adsorbed configurations for bilayer Z-GNRs on the Si001
substrate.
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around 3.38 Å, slightly larger than the bulk graphite value of
3.35 Å, and curved to the same shape as the bridgelike bot-
tom layer for all the studied bilayer Z-GNRs. The weak cou-
pling from the bottom layer is also supported by the total
charge-density distribution in the adsorbed Z7-GNR bilayer
system shown in Fig. 2c, where the overlap of charge den-
sity in the interlayer spacing is negligible. The calculated
binding energy is 3.02 eV per supercell for the bilayer
Z6-GNR, higher than 2.53 eV for the bilayer Z7-GNR, and
2.23 eV for the bilayer Z5-GNR but smaller than 3.21 eV for
the bilayer Z8-GNR. This is well reflected in the GNR defor-
mation induced by adsorption and the Si-C bond lengths
formed between the bottom layer and the substrate: 1.96
1.98 Å for Z6-GNR, 1.982.02 Å for the Z7-GNR, and
1.992.00 Å for the Z5-GNR.
We calculate the local density of states DOS to reveal
the change in electronic property at each ribbon layer. A
freestanding single-layer Z-GNR shows a sharp DOS peak at
the Fermi level due to the localized edge states as show in
Fig. 2a, which leads to spontaneous magnetization with the
spin states antiparallel on carbon atoms of different sublat-
tices A and B in Fig. 1a.22,29 The sharp DOS peak is
absent around the Fermi level for the bottom Z7-GNR in
comparison with that of the freestanding counterpart;
whereas the localized edge states is regained in the top GNR
layer, as indicated by the high DOS at the Fermi level shown
in Fig. 2a. As the high localized DOS at the Fermi level is
indicative of a magnetic ground state,29 an adsorbed bilayer
Z-GNR therefore shows spontaneous magnetization at the
top GNR layer, while the bottom GNR layer acts as a non-
magnetic buffer layer. This is further evidenced by the dis-
tributed magnetization density in the adsorbed bilayer
Z7-GNR shown in Fig. 2d, where the magnetic orderings
are highly concentrated on the top GNR layer and have simi-
lar character to that of a freestanding single-layer Z-GNR.
It is interesting to explore why the spin ordering is absent
in the bottom layer and retained in the top layer. As the
bottom layer covalently bonds to the substrate and only
weakly couples to the top layer, the nonmagnetic ground
state of the bottom GNR layer is attributed to the formation
of equal sp3-type bonds at its two edges. We take the ad-
sorbed single-layer Z7-GNR as an example to illustrate this
point. Four configurations are considered by symmetrically
presetting the sp3-type bonds from zero to three at each rib-
bon edge. This is done by selectively removing the termi-
nated hydrogen atoms at the edges of the adsorbed single-
layer GNR. We focus our attention on the local partial
density of states LPDOS of the 2p state of the remaining
sp2 edge carbons. Figure 2b shows the variation in the
LPDOS with the number of the sp3-type bonds along the
ribbon edge. When the sp3 carbon is absent at ribbon edges
as illustrated in the inset of Fig. 2b, the carbon 2p states are
strongly localized around the Fermi level, thus leading to
Fermi-level instability and a magnetic ground state in the
system. However, when sp3 carbons are inserted into the
ribbon edges, a gap is opened around the Fermi level and
quickly widened with increasing number of sp3 carbon
bonds. The gap widening reflects a quantum-confinement ef-
fect because increasing the sp3 carbon atoms results in a
decrease in regions for the electronic states of sp2 carbon.
The confined sp2 electronic states show weak spin-exchange
interaction and the magnetic ordering at the bottom layer is
thus quenched. As the active edge states in the bottom layer
have joined in forming the covalent bonding with substrate,
the top GNR placed on the bottom layer has a very small
binding energy, about 0.021 eV/atom for the Z7-GNR and
0.020 eV/atom for the Z6-GNR. This is in stark contrast with
the freestanding bilayer Z-GNRs, where the interlayer bind-
ing energy is up to 0.05 eV/atom for the bilayer Z6- and
Z7-GNRs. The reduced interaction from the bottom layer of
the adsorbed bilayer makes the magnetic ordering on the top
layer survived.
Figures 3a and 3b present the corresponding spin-
polarized band structures of the bilayer Z6- and Z7-GNRs
adsorbed on the substrate, respectively. The ribbon edge is
along the -J direction. Around the Fermi level, the bands in
red solid lines are contributed by the top GNR layer and all
other bands in dot lines are contributed by the bottom layer
and the substrate. If we remove the bands contributed by the
top GNR layers from Figs. 3a and 3b, the remaining band
structures are reminiscent of the band structures of single-
layer Z-GNRs adsorbed on the substrate. It is seen that the
bottom layer plus the substrate is semiconducting for the
case of Z6-GNR but metallic for the case of Z7-GNR, con-
sistent with our previous study of single Z-GNRs on the
substrate.24 On the other hand, the top layer GNR shows a
band gap of about 0.21 eV in the case of Z6-GNR and 0.23
eV in the case of Z7-GNR, lower than that of 0.33 eV of a
freestanding single-layer Z6- and Z7-GNRs. In addition, a
slight breaking of spin degeneracy is observed for both the
top ribbon layers due to asymmetrical interaction of two
FIG. 2. Color online Total spin-unpolarized electron DOS of
the i freestanding Z7-GNR, ii the bottom, and iii top layers in
the adsorbed bilayer Z7-GNR. b Variation in local partial DOS of
the 2p states of a sp2 edge carbon atom in adsorbed single-layer
Z7-GNR with the number of sp3 bonds in a ribbon edge. The sp3
bonds at two ribbon edges are set symmetrically. The configuration
for the case of 0 sp3 bond is illustrated. c Total charge density of
the bilayer Z7-GNR adsorbed on Si001. d Isosurface plots
0.15 e /Å3 of spin density of absorbed bilayer Z7-GNR on the Si
substrate, where the magnetization density with opposite directions
are marked in two different colors.
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edges with the bottom layer. The magnetic moment per edge
carbon atom is reduced to 0.19B at the top Z6-GNR layer
and 0.20B at the top Z7-GNR layer from the pristine value
of 0.24B in their freestanding counterparts. Such reduction
in the gap and edge magnetization is attributed to the spon-
taneous charge transfer from the bottom GNR layer to the
top layer see Fig. 7, as a result of lower electrostatic po-
tential at the bottom GNR layer induced by bonding with the
substrate. This is in contrast to the freestanding bilayer
Z-GNR, where the electrons on both layers transfer to the
interlayer space and weak chemical bonds are formed be-
tween the ribbon edges of the bilayer not shown.
B. Magnetic properties in adsorbed bilayer GNR systems under
bias voltages
As the edge magnetization can be significantly changed
by the charge transfer from the bottom layer, we apply a
vertical bias voltage to the adsorbed bilayer systems to tune
the interlayer charge transfer, which in turn modulate the
edge magnetization of the top GNR layer. We define the
positive direction of bias voltage along the normal of the
substrate. The magnetization densities for the adsorbed bi-
layer Z7-GNR under the bias voltages of −0.2, 0.2, and
0.6 V /Å are shown in Figs. 4a–4c, respectively. It is
shown that the magnetization magnitudes on all the carbon
atoms of different sublattices decrease with increasing elec-
tric field only for n-doped top layer as will be discussed
later. The change in magnetization magnitude is most sig-
nificant at the ribbon edge and exponentially decreases when
extending into the ribbon interior, as evidenced by the mag-
netization density difference at an electric field of 0.2 V /Å
illustrated in Fig. 4d. However, the character of magnetic
ordering does not change with the applied bias voltage. In
the top ribbon layer, the configuration with opposite spin
orientation between ferromagnetically ordered edge states at
each edge is still favored as the ground state under different
bias voltages. Without the bias voltage, the total energy dif-
ference between spin-unpolarized and spin-polarized edge
states is 72 meV per supercell the top Z7-GNR layer totally
contains 48 atoms per supercell, and the antiferromagnetic
coupling between two edges of the top Z7-GNR layer is 12
meV per supercell more favorable than the ferromagnetic
coupling. The two values are increased to 107 and 18 meV at
a field of −0.2 V /Å but reduced to 36 and 7 meV per super-
cell at a field of 0.6 V /Å. These results are found to be
robust to changing ribbon width. Due to the same character
of magnetic ordering as in freestanding Z-GNRs, applying a
transverse electric field is possible to convert the top GNR
layer into a half-metal25 and the critical field for achieving
the half-metallic state is tunable by the bias voltage.
C. Width dependence of ME effect in adsorbed bilayer GNR
systems under bias voltages
Size effect is always an important topic in the research of
nanomaterials. It is therefore necessary to investigate the
width effect on the ME coupling in the adsorbed bilayer
GNR systems. We first calculate the amount of charge trans-
fer from the bottom layer to the top layer for the adsorbed
Z5- to Z8-GNR bilayer systems as a function of bias voltage
as shown in Fig. 5a. Here, one should note that the electron
amount is calculated by using the Bader analysis30 and the
relative change in charge amount is more meaningful than
the absolute value. The electrons transferred to the top GNR
layer linearly increases with the bias voltage, giving rise to
an n-to-p-type transition in the top GNR layer for all the
studied ribbons. However, the transition occurs at different
bias voltages: around −0.3 V /Å for the top Z7-GNR layer
and 0.41 V /Å for the top Z6-GNR. Figure 5b presents the
magnetic moment per edge carbon atom of A sublattice in
the top layer as a function of the bias voltage for the four
adsorbed bilayer systems. All the GNRs are found to show
carrier-tunable ME effect, namely, the edge moment de-
creases linearly with increasing bias field in the n-doped re-
gion but increases linearly in the p-doped region. In the lin-
ear section, the induced edge magnetization magnetic
moment per unit area M behaves as 0M =SE, where
S denotes the surface ME coefficient17,31 of the top layer.
From a linear fit to the calculated data, the ME coefficients
FIG. 3. Color online Spin-polarized electronic structures for
the ground state of the bilayer a Z6- and b Z7-GNRs adsorbed on
the substrates, with the bands of top GNR layer around Fermi level
EF in red dark solid lines. The green light gray dash lines denote
the spin-polarized band structure of the freestanding single-layer
Z-GNRs.
FIG. 4. Color online Isosurface plots 0.15 e /Å3 of magne-
tization densities the charge difference between up-spin and down-
spin states for the ground state of the adsorbed bilayer Z7-GNR on
Si001 under vertical bias voltages of a −0.2, b 0.2, and c
0.6 V /Å. d Magnetization density redistribution driven by a posi-
tive electric field of 0.2 V /Å, which is calculated by the difference
between the magnetization densities at bias voltages of 0.2 and
0.0 V /Å.
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10−12 G cm2 /V of the top Z5-, Z6-, Z7-, and Z8-GNR lay-
ers are calculated to be −0.65, −0.66, −0.53, and −0.58 in the
n-doped region, and 0.23, 0.29, 0.25, and 0.29 in the p-doped
region, respectively. It is clear that the ME coefficient oscil-
lates with increasing ribbon width, featuring a notable width
effect. As the p-doped top layer requires a very high field
strength, the ME modulation in n-doped region would be
more practical for application. We hence will mainly discuss
the ME coefficients in the n-doped region below.
To better understand this intriguing phenomenon, we ex-
plore the underlying mechanism for the distinct width depen-
dence of the ME effect from two perspectives. First, we cal-
culate the change in edge magnetization induced by direct
charge injection in freestanding single-layer Z-GNRs, with a
uniform positive jellium countercharge, and then convert the
injected charge into equivalent electric field according to the
linear relationship shown in Fig. 5a between extra charge
carrier on the top Z7-GNR layer and applied electric field.
The equivalent ME coefficient for a freestanding single-layer
Z-GNR is found to decrease with increasing ribbon width.
The equivalent coefficients are calculated to be −0.68, −0.67,
and −0.64 in the n-doped region, and 0.48, 0.36, and 0.28 in
p-doped region for the single-layer Z5-, Z6-, and Z7-GNRs,
respectively. The change in ME coefficient with ribbon width
can be understood by plotting their band structures as shown
in Fig. 6a. It is found that the dispersion of the highest
valence band increases with increasing ribbon width, leading
to delocalization of the hole edge states, while that of the
lowest conduction band shows inconspicuous change with
ribbon width. Therefore, when extra holes enter the Z-GNRs,
more localized hole edge states in narrower ribbons leads to
larger ME coefficient in the p-doped region. On the other
hand, the equivalent ME coefficient in the n-doped regions
decreases with increasing ribbon width due to the increased
decay length of the localized edge states with increasing rib-
bon width, as shown in Fig. 6b. Increasing decay length
makes the edge states distribute on more atoms in the GNRs.
So the injected electrons occupying the edge states will dis-
tribute on more carbon atoms in wider GNRs, which leads to
smaller change in edge magnetization and thus smaller ME
coefficient, although this effect is not as pronounced as the
delocalization of the hole edge states. These results suggest
that the ME effect in Z-GNRs has an intrinsic width depen-
dence. However, the intrinsic width dependence will disap-
pear if the ribbon width is significantly larger than the decay
length of the spin-polarized edge states.32
Second, the interaction from the bottom layer also consid-
erably influences the ME effect of the top GNR layer, which
is dependent on the covalent binding strength between the
bottom layer and the substrate. Stronger binding strength
leads to weaker coupling of the top layer with the bottom
layer, and the screening effect of the bias voltage will be
enhanced across the bilayer. As a result, the bias-driven in-
terlayer charge transfer is different for different adsorbed bi-
layer Z-GNRs. This is reflected by the different slopes of
transferred charge versus bias voltage shown in Fig. 5a.
The hierarchy of slope value is given by Z8-GNR
Z6-GNRZ7-GNRZ5-GNR. On the other hand, the in-
teraction from the bottom layer also affects the redistribution
of the transferred charge in the top ribbon layer. To clarify
this issue, we plot the interlayer charge redistribution in-
duced by placing the top GNR layer over the bottom layer
under different bias voltages for the bilayer Z6- and
Z7-GNRs, as shown in Figs. 7a and 7b, respectively.
Without the bias voltage, the charge accumulation is highly
concentrated at the two edges of the top Z6-GNR but distrib-
utes more delocalized across the Z7-GNR. Especially, part of
the accumulated charge is distributed away from the ribbon
planar in the adsorbed bilayer Z7-GNR. This difference in
charge redistribution is basically maintained in the presence
of the bias voltage. As a result, a considerable amount of
transferred charge cannot affect the filling and thus the ex-
FIG. 5. Color online Amount of charge transferred to the top
GNR layer as a function of bias voltage for different Z-GNRs. NE
and N0 present the total number of electrons in the top GNR layer
under bias voltage and those in a freestanding single-layer Z-GNR,
respectively. b Magnetic moment per edge carbon atom at the left
ribbon edge of the top GNR layer of different bilayers on the silicon
substrate as a function of the applied bias voltage.
FIG. 6. Color online a Spin-polarized band structures of the
freestanding single-layer Z5-, Z6-, and Z7-GNRs. b Spin-
unpolarized local DOS at the Fermi level at the carbon atoms 1, 2,
and 3 along the dot line shown in the inset for freestanding
Z-GNRs, which reflect the decay length of the edge states.
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change splitting of the edge states of the Z7-GNR since they
are accumulated away from the ribbon planar, leading to a
smaller variation in the edge magnetization. This effect of
the interaction from bottom layer changes the ME coefficient
in the n-doped region from freestanding equivalent value of
−0.64 to −0.53 for the top Z7-GNR. The binding strength
between the bottom layer and the substrate mainly depends
on the lateral mismatch strain between them, which is
smaller for the Z6-GNR than that for the Z7-GNR. Such mis-
match strain can be reduced with further increasing the width
of a wider bilayer GNR. Based on above analysis, we con-
clude that the interplay between the intrinsic ribbon-width
effect of the edge states and the binding-dependent charge
transfer from the bottom layer leads to the distinct oscillation
of ME coefficient with ribbon width. Since both the intrinsic
width effect and the interaction from the bottom layer trend
to be constant with increasing ribbon width, it is expected to
yield a stable ME modulation in the adsorbed bilayer
Z-GNRs within a certain range of ribbon width. Although
these analyses shed light on the ribbon-width-dependent be-
havior of the ME effect on Z-GNRs, a full understanding of
this interesting property still requires additional work, espe-
cially a systematic study of wider Z-GNRs which are beyond
our current computing capability. For bilayer Z-GNRs of ex-
perimental size, covalent Si-C bonds also form at the ribbon
interior other than the ribbon edges, which may give rise to a
different width-dependent effect. Nevertheless it has been
shown that the ME effect remains robust against variations in
material and physical configurations over a large range.18
D. Effect of ribbon length on the magnetic modulation
We also considered the finite-sized GNRs. As revealed in
previous study,33 a finite-sized Z-GNR does not show mag-
netic edge states until its length reaches 11.8 Å i.e., four
primitive cells. So calculating the ME coupling in the finite-
sized GNR on the silicon substrate is beyond our computa-
tional capability. However, as the ME coupling is induced by
the bias-driven charge transfer from the substrate, we can
simulate the ME modulation in freestanding finite-sized
Z-GNRs by charge injection, with a uniform jellium model.
We find that similar ME modulation still exists in these
finite-sized Z-GNRs, if the injected charge is converted into
electric field strength Fig. 8. Moreover, we do not observe
remarkable length effect in the magnetic modulation, sug-
gesting that the magnetic modulation also holds for the
finite-sized GNRs. This is meaningful considering that cur-
rent device dimension continues to shrink. Further study is
necessary to clarify the length effect involving the substrate
under bias voltage.
E. Bias-induced modulation in electronic properties of the
adsorbed bilayer Z-GNRs
We also consider another key parameter for electronic de-
vice applications: the band gap of the top GNR layer. In the
aforementioned discussion, the bandgap of the top GNR
layer at zero-bias voltage exhibits a large reduction com-
pared to that of the corresponding freestanding single-layer
Z-GNR due to intrinsic interlayer charge transfer. As the bias
voltage can tune the interlayer charge transfer, the band gap
of the top GNR layer should also vary concomitantly with
the ME coupling. Figure 9 presents the band gap of the top
Z5-, Z6-, and Z7-GNR layers as a function of the applied bias
voltage. It is shown that the band gap decreases with increas-
ing bias voltage in the n-doped region but increases in the
p-doped region, demonstrating a similar character to the
change in edge magnetization in Fig. 5b. The ratio of band-
gap variation with respect to the bias voltage is largest for
the Z6-GNR and smallest for the Z7-GNR, also showing the
same variation feature in ME coefficient with ribbon width.
This is because the band gap is due to the spin splitting of the
localized magnetic edge states that is proportional to the
edge magnetization. The underlying mechanism for the gap
variation can be further understood by examining the DOS of
the localized edge states at different bias voltages. In the
spin-unpolarized case, the Z-GNR is metallic with a sharp
DOS peak just located at the Fermi level. Local electron-
electron interaction will make the localized edge states po-
larized and split, lowering the system energy and forming a
FIG. 7. Color online Charge redistributions induced by adsorp-
tion of the top a Z6- and b Z7-GNR layers under bias voltages of
0.0 and 0.2 V /Å. Red solid lines and blue dot lines colors in-
dicate charge accumulation and depletion regions, respectively. The
contour spacing is uniformly set to be 8010−3 e /Å3.
FIG. 8. Color online Magnetic moment per edge carbon atom
of two finite-sized Z6-GNRs consisting of five and seven hexagons
along the zigzag edge as a function of injected electrons per edge
atom.
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band gap around the Fermi level. The splitting of the local-
ized edge states significantly depends on the DOS value at
the Fermi level,34 which can be modulated by the bias-
induced interlayer charge transfer, see Fig. 10a. Figure
10b illustrates the evolution of the localized edge states and
their spin splitting under different bias voltages. It is clear
that the bias-induced charge transfer controlling electron
population of the localized edge states dominates the band-
gap modulation in the top layer. In contrast, the field-induced
variation in atomic structures of the system is much smaller,
the effect of which on the electronic properties is negligible
as examined by our test calculations.
An important merit of the gap modulation is that the top
GNR layers can switch to metals under bias voltage, result-
ing in a semiconductor-to-metal transition. Figure 11 exhibits
the spin-polarized band structures for the adsorbed bilayer
Z6- and Z7-GNRs under different bias voltages. Without the
applied electric field, both the top Z6- and Z7-GNR layers are
semiconductors as there are no involved bands crossing the
Fermi level. Under the bias voltage of 0.2 V /Å, the highest
conduction bands of the top GNR layer start to cut the Fermi
level for both the ribbons, rendering them being semimetal-
lic. With further increasing bias voltage, the highest conduc-
tion bands will cross the Fermi level and both the top ribbon
layers become metallic, as in the case of 0.6 V /Å, for ex-
ample. Such a semiconductor-to-metal transition is due to the
increase in bias-induced carrier accumulation in the top layer
which makes the lowest conduction band partially occupied.
On the other hand, the lowest valence band of the top GNR
layer can also be moved closer to the Fermi level by apply-
ing a negative bias voltage. However, it needs much higher
negative bias voltage to make the lowest valence band across
the Fermi level, which, for example, is up to −0.7 V /Å for
the top Z6-GNR, due to the large energy distance from the
valence-band maximum to the Fermi level. As the substrate
thickness of our calculated model is thin, the bias-driven
amount of charge transfer to the top layer is somewhat small.
Increasing the substrate thickness would enhance the electric
field screening to increase the charge transfer, as has been
demonstrated in our previous work for ME effect.18 There-
fore, with experimental substrates of several hundreds of na-
nometers thick, the band gap of the top layer will be sensi-
tively modulated by the bias voltage and the semiconductor-
to-metal transition would occur at much lower field strength,
thereby making it feasible for practical device applications.
Also, we are aware of that the local-density-approximation
calculations underestimate the band gaps of graphene rib-
bons. However, the semiconductor-metal transition in the top
GNR layer is due to the bias-driven charge transfer occupy-
ing the empty conduction-band states, and it should be robust
to quasiparticle self-energy corrections, which only raise the
energy levels of conduction-band bottom. Similar charge-
transfer-induced metallization have been observed experi-
mentally in epitaxial graphene on SiC.35
Another interesting result is that the band gap of the
whole adsorbed bilayer Z6-GNR system is also tunable by
FIG. 9. Color online Band gap of the top Z5-, Z6-, and
Z7-GNR layers in the adsorbed bilayer systems as a function of the
bias voltage.
FIG. 10. Color online a Average local spin-unpolarized DOS
of the left edge carbon atom in the top Z7-GNR layer under bias
voltages from −0.6 to 0.8 V /Å. b Corresponding local spin-up
solid lines and spin-down dash lines DOS.
FIG. 11. Color online Spin-polarized band structures for the
ground state of the adsorbed bilayer a Z6- and b Z7-GNRs on the
substrate under different bias voltages. The bands of top GNR layer
around the Fermi level EF are highlighted in red solid lines.
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bias voltage. The system band gap increases from 0.02 eV at
0.0 V /Å to 0.11 eV at −0.2 V /Å while becoming com-
pletely closed in the region of positive bias voltage, as shown
in Fig. 11a. In contrast, the whole adsorbed bilayer
Z7-GNR system remains metallic regardless of the field
strength and direction. This difference results from different
hybridization between the bottom layer and substrate. In the
case of Z6-GNR, the valence states of the bottom layer inter-
act with the valence-band states of the substrate, resulting in
two mixed states, M1 and M2, below the Fermi level, see
Figs. 3a and 11a. Under applied bias voltages, the M1
state shifts up or downward with respect to the Fermi level,
thus changing the system band gap and leading to the metal-
to-semiconductor transition once the M1 state crosses the
Fermi level. In contrary, in the case of the Z7-GNR, the
valence states of the bottom layer interact with the
conduction-band states of the substrate, resulting in two
mixed states M1 and M2 crossing the Fermi level Fig. 11b
and making the system always being metallic even under
bias voltages. Stronger binding of the bottom layer with the
substrate in the adsorbed bilayer Z6-GNR is crucial for the
appearance of semiconducting properties in the whole
system.24
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have performed a comprehensive first-
principles study on bias-voltage-induced modulation of mag-
netic and electronic properties of bilayer Z-GNRs on Si001
substrate. When a nonmagnetic bilayer Z-GNR is placed on
the substrate, the bottom layer remains nonmagnetic while
the top layer shows magnetic ordering similar to that of a
freestanding Z-GNR. Applied bias voltage can tune the mag-
nitude of edge magnetization on the top layer without chang-
ing the character of the magnetic ordering. Bias-voltage-
induced ME coupling in the system is found to be width
dependent and the calculated ME coefficient oscillates with
increasing ribbon width and is expected to converge in wider
bilayer GNRs. The underlying mechanism for the width de-
pendence is elucidated in terms of the GNR-substrate inter-
action and the inherent width-dependent effect in freestand-
ing single-layer Z-GNRs. Meanwhile, the band gap of the
top GNR layer shows similar modulation to edge magnetiza-
tion by bias voltage. Interestingly, the top GNR layers can
switch to metallic states under bias voltages above a critical
strength due to increased carrier accumulation in the top
GNR layer occupying the subbands. Moreover, a bias-
voltage-induced semiconductor-to-metal transition is also
observed in the bilayer adsorption system when the bottom
GNR layer is semiconducting. These results demonstrate a
rich variety of electronic and magnetic properties of bilayer
GNRs on Si substrates that can be effectively tuned by ap-
plied bias voltages, which may pave a path toward graphene-
based devices on silicon chips for both nanoelectronics and
spintronics applications.36
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